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Moooi founders reaffirm their strong belief in the company’s value
From the end of February this year a major change has taken place in the financial structure of Dutch ground breaking design
brand Moooi. After seven years of having owned half of the company’s shares, the time has come for the Moooi founders Marcel
Wanders and Casper Vissers to regain their majority and reaffirm their strong belief in the company’s value and immense
potential.
This story starts 12 years ago, when the paths of Marcel Wanders and Casper Vissers crossed. Ever since they have
collaborated intensively together, sharing the same passion for beauty & design. They complemented each other right from the
beginning and to this day Marcel is the obstinate, passionate designer with a nose for business, and Casper the driven marketer
with a keen eye for design. They represent the perfect synergy between passion & ratio.
They founded Moooi in 2001, dividing the company’s shares equally, and decided to name the venture after the native Dutch
word for beautiful: the third ‘o’ in the brand name standing for an extra value in terms of beauty & uniqueness.
After one year both founders teamed up with entrepreneur Hans Lensvelt, who owns the office furniture business LENSVELT in
Breda and was thrilled to get on board. He gave Moooi a home by exchanging his facilities and a small money injection for a
share of 33,33% in Moooi.
Moooi was a steady growing business that gained huge attention in the international design field, becoming a famous brand that
conquered an important position in the design industry, with a portfolio that already included pieces from nationally &
internationally recognised designers. The collection has always been exclusive, daring, playful, exquisite & based on the belief that
design is an expression of love.
Moooi's success rapidly spread far beyond the Dutch borders and in 2006 Giorgio Busnelli, the Chairman of B&B Italia, one of
the design leaders of the international furniture industry, saw its potential and acquired 50% of Moooi's shares. To everyone’s
satisfaction the synergy between B&B Italia & Moooi, under the full management of Vissers and Wanders, worked out very well.
During the last six years Moooi has continued to grow speedily and tripled its capacity up to a 17 million euro turnover in 2011.
Wanders and Vissers have been running Moooi ever since its launch in 2001. Wanders acting as art director & main designer
and Vissers as company CEO. A couple of months ago they proposed new share positions which would reflect better the
created synergy for Moooi. As a result of this, last Wednesday the 29th of February, the original founders Marcel Wanders and
Casper Vissers bought back the remaining Hans Lensvelt share of 10% and half of B&B Italia's quota, regaining the majority of
Moooi’s shares. In the end 75% of Moooi’s shares are back to the company’s founders and 25% remain with B&B Italia, still an
esteemed and synergetic partner for the company’s business. Hans Lensvelt will always be regarded as a member of honor and
lifetime friend for Moooi.
The coming years will represent strong continuous growth for Moooi. The team is now ready to progressively expand the
current distribution pattern. All regions are growing with huge upside and there are great opportunities in areas like the Far East
& South America where currently Moooi's business is growing at a very fast pace. Wanders, Vissers and B&B Italia will continue
building and growing Moooi’s potential with their winning team of talented people. “The people working for Moooi are the largest
asset of the company and the reason why the investment was done last week”, explains Casper Vissers.
During the last eleven years it has been broadly proven that Moooi has the knowledge, people & facilities to continue growing in
the design branch. “Moooi is “the unexpected welcome” with its playful, daring and innovative design icons, but perhaps also for the way
we do our business” pronounces Casper Vissers. As Marcel and Casper well know this is their story, the biography of Moooi and
a lifetime achievement. A constant adventure with lots of great opportunities, battles to be fought and of course, as all real
stories it has an open end…
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Marcel Wanders
Marcel Wanders is a product and interior designer who drew international recognition for his Knotted Chair produced by Droog
Design in 1996. His work is ubiquitous; designing for leading international companies such as Flos, Alessi, Puma, KLM Royal Dutch
Airlines, MAC Cosmetics, Cappellini, B&B Italia, Moroso and Target. Wanders also designs for architectural projects, such as the
Kameha Grand hotel in Bonn, the Mondrian South Beach hotel in Miami and the Villa Moda store in Bahrain. In addition to running
his studio, Wanders is cofounder and Artistic Director of the successful design label Moooi (2001). He exhibits widely and his work
is included in such significant museum collections as MoMA New York, The Stedelijk Museum, Amsterdam, and the V&A Museum,
London. Wanders has further published numerous books and is extensively profiled in the global media, appearing in such
publications as the New York Times, Domus, The Financial Times and Wallpaper Magazine.
Casper Vissers
Casper Vissers co-founded Moooi with Marcel Wanders in 2001 and ten years later the company now sells lighting and furniture to
69 countries with showrooms all over the world. Casper’s steering role at Moooi deploys a unique combination of creativity,
entrepreneurial flair and business sense; this mixture of skills and intuition has propelled the business forward whilst maintaining the
11 original values established at Moooi’s inception. Casper’s role over the past ten years has been in defining and evolving the brand’s
visually unique marketing strategy which has always positioned Moooi as an iconic brand producing objects of beauty which possess
the uniqueness and character of timeless pieces combined with the freshness of modern times; a mix of lighting, furniture and
accessories which outlast everyday interiors. What remains crucial is the use of original and new design talent which Casper has been
instrumental in finding and then nurturing. Casper remains one of the world’s finest creative, business minds, his complementary
skills and compatibility with his partner Marcel Wanders are crucial in enabling Moooi to remain a global player and still an originator
in an ever-evolving and competitive furniture market.
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